Libertarian Party Unveils 3-Point “Prosperity Plan”

The Libertarian Party seeks to abolish the income tax, enact a balanced budget amendment to the U.S. Constitution and eradicate corporate welfare under an ambitious three-point legislative plan unveiled by America’s third largest party Tuesday.

“Tens of millions of Americans are angry, fed up and demand real reform,” said William Redpath, Libertarian National Committee Chair.

The “Libertarian Prosperity Plan” seeks to repeal the income tax and abolish the IRS, enact a constitutional amendment requiring a balanced federal budget without tax increases and repeal all corporate welfare programs and bailouts.

“The ‘Libertarian Prosperity Plan’ is rooted in the Libertarian Party platform and bedrock libertarian principles. Unlike the other parties, we don’t promise tax cuts to just grab enough votes to win and then do nothing. Elected Libertarians enact tax and spending cuts because it is what we believe in,” said Redpath.

The Libertarian Prosperity Plan can be read and downloaded at http://www.lp.org.

continued on page 5
Bob Barr: Secession Talk Far From Extreme

by Bob Barr

Although he later played a remark, Texas Gov. Rick Perry’s use of the “S” word — secession — during one of the April 15 tea parties has focused attention on the growing gulf between the dramatic, unprecedented growth in the federal government’s power and spending, and efforts by individual states to maintain independent authority.

Any reference, however vague, to the notion that one of the 50 states might actually consider cutting the ties between it and Washington evokes howls of derision from the political establishment.

But the growing grass-roots sentiment that dramatic action is necessary to restore a semblance of balanced federalism in the country makes it likely such discussion will increase.

The fact that Perry also noted that some military veterans in the crowd at Austin might be “right-wing extremists” also reflected the growing chasm between government and citizens opposed to runaway federal spending and power.

The governor’s reference, echoed in other tea parties last week, was based on the fact that federal and state government law enforcement Web sites and publications characterize grass-roots organizations concerned about gun control, nationalization, unemployment, loss of civil liberties and excessive government spending, as “right-wing extremists” and “militants.”

That people would be viewed by our government as a possible threat because they express concern for the loss of freedom and our growing economic problems is itself so bizarre that references to secession are unsurprising.

Placing Perry’s remarks in the context of his position the previous day in support of a Texas state House resolution reaffirming support for the 10th Amendment strengthens the reasonableness of his position. On April 14, Perry expressed his “unwavering support for efforts across our country to reaffirm the states’ rights affirmed by the 10th Amendment.”

He also noted that he and “millions of Texans are tired of Washington, D.C., trying to come down here and tell us how to run Texas.” Are such views “extreme”? Do they not, rather, reflect mainstream and historically accurate sentiments? After all, is not the resolution Perry supported simply a reaffirmation of the very words of and the philosophy underlying the 10th Amendment?

Much of the media, in addition to characterizing Perry’s comments as “reckless” (the words of one Texas newspaper), also have attempted to paint such views as economically irresponsible. This view is premised on the “loss” of federal funds that would befall Texas or any other state that might sever ties to Washington. In fact, many of the 50 states send more in tax dollars to Washington than the states and its citizens receive from the feds — making secession actually not that bad a business deal (Texas about breaks even).

In fact, the sky likely would not fall if some serious moves were made to break the stranglehold the federal government now maintains on virtually every aspect of state and local governments. There are, in fact, some examples starting to surface. The RealID program, with its mandate of a national identification card, has been brought largely to a standoff because of state opposition.

And at least a few states — Texas and South Carolina among them — are refusing President Barack Obama’s “stimulus monies” because of the strings attached.

Who knows? If Texas were to secede, the state might enjoy a significant inward migration of independent-minded citizens from other states, and precipitate a real boom in its economy.

Regardless, simply musing about such things, as did the Texas governor, is neither subversive nor pointless.

Bob Barr, an Atlanta attorney, is a former member of Congress and the 2008 Libertarian presidential candidate.

Originaly Published in the Atlanta Journal Constitution and at http://www.BobBarr.org
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Resist the Census

The Tea Parties were wonderfully successful and are a good jump-off point for a real pro-freedom movement. Another first-class opportunity is about to fall into our lap: the 2010 Census.

Resisting the Census (or at least providing only the number of individuals in the household) will drive the point home that we are serious about cutting down the size and scope of government.

Census questions are intrusive, and not mandated by the Constitution. What is mandated is a count. The questions only make it easier to enslave and strengthen government, in a variety of ways.

Most Libertarians are already Census resisters. I think that a spread of this idea on our part to others who participated in (at least in spirit) the Tea Parties can make a real impact.

Alice Lillie
Las Vegas, NV

How to Reach the Masses

I would like to share my thoughts with you as an African American Libertarian from Detroit. In my community, I am a lone libertarian among liberals. I used to believe in universal healthcare, universal education universal etc, because on the surface it sounded good. That’s the perspective of most people I know. It’s clear that I was naive and did not have a good understanding of how people behave, and how free markets truly work, why competition is wonderful and can empower us all. The government has been in the bailout business for decades whether it was social security in the 1930s or TARP today and I know that my community in particular is the worse for it.

As an African American living in Detroit, I witness the full power of what people’s expectations of the government should provide for them. I think this unique moment in history is a prime moment for education and conveying to people why privatization of government services is better for all of us. Why the government should just be left to providing for national defense, and enforcing contracts. It is a matter of deep personal importance because I have seen my fellow peers stymied by the lack of open, free markets and the lack of opportunity.

I hope that eventually one day we will be able to roll back all the ridiculous federal programs and laws restricting human behavior and that we all get to realize our full potential.

Ronald Reagan reached beyond the Republican base because he was respectful and positive. He did not come across as condescending. He was confident enough to appeal on the strength of his ideas. His example is a good lesson for today. I sincerely hope that your take the opportunity now to reach beyond your base of the converted, or certain political think tanks, to reach a broader of people who are in desperate need of such information.

People are under the impression that capitalism is the enemy of poor people or opportunity. [They believe] capitalism does not provide for good education or expanded healthcare coverage… property laws cannot fend off pollution…[or that] capitalism will not help the most vulnerable in our society.

The opposite — the very opposite — is true. In fact, full-fledged capitalism has not been allowed to flourish in America for several decades now, which is why so many are skeptical of free markets. My liberal friends in my community, who are well meaning, are woefully misguided about the inefficiency of government and the impediment it poses on our lives.

But they will never listen to new ideas if the messenger is a shrill pundit patronizing them, dismissing their concerns or engaging in slash and burn politics. This is a real opportunity to convince the public for the need to cut back on government dramatically.

The Republicans claim to be the party of individual liberty and small government but their party platform and actions in power demonstrate otherwise. I really hope the Libertarian Party can break through and I hope you all don’t squander the opportunity to demonstrate yourselves to the positive party of principle.

Lisa Habmed
Detroit, Michigan

Is It Time to Legalize Drugs?

Would heroin and other hard drugs have their strength controlled by private businesses that sell them? Yes, businesses have incentive to make their product as safe as possible so that more customers buy their product. This makes drugs safer and allows us to control how strong they are, as opposed to street dealers who haven’t the foggiest clue.

If it were legal and regulated, couldn’t scientists and doctors take the drug to the next level and remove some, many or all of its harmful products? Yes, if it were legal to be experimented on, scientists could begin developing ways to make it more harmless, less addictive or at least safer than the dirty bath tub-meth that’s being cooked today.

If heroin were legal, couldn’t we give addicts and users free needles so they’d stop using their dirty needles and spreading HIV/AIDS? Yes, studies in the Netherlands show lowered STD transmission rates with needle exchange programs in effect. We could either let them keep sharing dirty needles, or encourage them to trade them in for clean needles. This would also save many lives of users.

If hard drugs were legal, couldn’t we establish specified locations for drug use where users got together in a safe, controlled and monitored area and did their respective drugs? Yes, Needle Park was such a place in the Netherlands. Users gathered here from all over to do drugs in a carefree, safe and childless environment. Death rates rose, which is an obvious effect of allowing the drug use, so the park was closed and the users went back to doing it on the streets, in alleys and around children.

Many people have lost family members or friends to harder drugs. I ask you to identify who’s really to blame? If drugs were legal, we could make them so they were far less dangerous, but the government’s prohibition makes them relatively deadly substances.

People have to look beyond the black and white and see the gray. If we tell people not to do drugs and they still want to do
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The Parliamentarian

With LP Parliamentarian M Carling

Point of Privilege

In the LP, questions of privilege are misused and abused more than any other motion.

Examples of legitimate questions of privilege include: “Mr. Chair, the construction noise outside makes it difficult to hear. Could someone please close the windows?” “Madam Chair, it uncomfortably warm in this room. Could someone please ask the hotel staff to adjust the air conditioning?” “Mr. Chair, my name is pronounced Sutton, as in button; not as in suit-on.”

After being recognized by the Chair, the member says something like: “Mr. Chair, I rise to a question of privilege.” The Chair asks, “What is the question?” The member states the question in one or two sentences. Then the Chair either takes action on the motion (such as directing that a window be opened), or rules the question out of order.

In no event does a question of privilege ever, under any circumstances, entitle a member to make a speech or engage in debate when debate is otherwise out of order. To do so requires a motion approved by the assembly.

For more details on questions of privilege, please see RONR (10th ed.), pp. 216-222.

M Carling is the appointed parliamentarian of the Libertarian Party, a member of the National Association of Parliamentarians and the American Institute of Parliamentarians, and is credentialed as a Professional Registered Parliamentarian. Carling can be reached at mcarling@gmail.com.
Monds to Seek Libertarian Nomination For GA Governor

Broke 1 Million Vote Record in ’08 Election

John Monds announced his intention to seek the Libertarian Party of Georgia’s nomination for Governor with a press conference at the Capitol in Atlanta with family, close friends and supporters by his side.

During his campaign for Public Service Commission (District 1) in 2008, Monds became the first Libertarian to break one million votes in the United States.

Monds and the Libertarian Party believe Georgians are ready for something new and different. “It’s difficult to tell the difference between Republicans and Democrats; both want to raise your taxes, waste your money and increase the size and scope of state government,” said Monds.

“We must be competitive in the 21st Century,” Monds continued. “We must have meaningful tax reform that allows businesses and individuals to thrive, a transportation system that eases congestion without raising taxes, an education system that gives more choices and returns control to the local level, and we need to stop wasting the taxpayers’ money with mandated long term incarceration of individuals for non-violent victimless infractions of the law.”

John Monds, 43, is a graduate of Morehouse College with a degree in Banking and Finance, President of the Grady County NAACP and currently serves on the Grady County Planning Commission.

He resides in Cairo with his wife, Dr. Kathaleena Edward Monds, and four children, Akin, Kinde, Cazembe, Halima and Malik.


The Libertarian Party is Georgia’s third largest political party, and the only party in Georgia promoting fewer taxes, less government and personal liberty for all Georgians.

West Virginia Passes Major Ballot Access Reform

With less than an hour to its midnight deadline, the West Virginia General Assembly passed legislation April 11 reducing the number of valid signatures needed on a candidate’s ballot access petition by half. The bill now awaits the signature of Gov. Joe Manchin.

“Libertarians thank Del. Fleischauer and everyone who supported this bill for making elections much fairer to West Virginia,” said William Redpath, Libertarian National Committee Chair. Redpath, West Virginia Libertarian Party Chair Matt Harris and other Libertarian Party members made several trips to the State Capitol to meet with legislators to lobby for passage.

HB 2981, sponsored by Del. Barbara Evans Fleischauer (D-Monongalia), reduces the number of valid signatures a third party candidate must collect on a ballot access petition from two percent of the total vote for that office in the previous election to just one percent.

The “one percent” rule was West Virginia law from 1932 to 1999, when it was doubled. Since the “two percent rule” was adopted in 1999, only one third party succeeded in getting its gubernatorial candidate on the ballot through the petitioning process.

According to Ballot Access News Editor Richard Winger, once the bill is signed into law, the only states with third party ballot access petition signature requirements above two percent of last vote cast in a midterm year will be North Carolina and Oklahoma.

Indianapolis Libertarians Blast GOP Tax Hikes, Bailouts

Indiana Senator Luke Kenley (R) and Indianapolis Mayor Greg Ballard (R) presented the State’s plan to bail-out the Indianapolis Capital Improvement Board (CIB). Instead of asking the users of CIB properties in Indianapolis to step up and pay their fair share first, lawmakers will be considering a statewide increase of alcohol taxes, ticket taxes, food and beverage taxes, and the Innkeepers tax.

Timothy Maguire, chairman of the Libertarian Party of Marion County, criticized the move to attach this bailout to the state budget, saying “there is no excuse to force those who don’t directly use the stadiums to pay for the short-sightedness of the CIB first.”

“The appropriate step should be a direct tax on the immediate users of the CIB facilities,” said Maguire. “These Republican-sponsored increases will give us the highest hospitality taxes in the nation, which will only serve to drive off the convention business the City leadership claims to protect. Hurting a $3 billion industry with unwise taxes will only put more Hoosiers out of work.”

“It was an increase in taxes that outraged the voters of 2007 that swept the Republicans into office,” commented Ed Coleman, Indianapolis City-County Councilor At-Large. “It is a shame that the Mayor and other City Leadership, after only a year and a half, have forgotten the will of the voters. If the Statehouse and the City Council think they can get away with this, then they are stuck with the consequences.”

Libertarians Call on Texas House to Defend Privacy by Defeating REAL ID

Representative Tommy Merritt (R-Longview) introduced the latest version of the federal REAL ID Act to the Texas House Public Safety Committee. House Bill 4036 would require the state of Texas to share personal information with a national database and adopt federal standards for Texas driver’s licenses and state identification cards including citizenship and immigration status.

Libertarians reject the presumption of federal authority in requiring universal identification. Given the opportunity, Libertarians would reject the federal “Real ID Act” and join the growing list of states that are safeguarding their citizen’s privacy.

Thirty-eight states rejected the federal REAL ID Act when it was proposed in 2007, according to the Christian Science Monitor.

“We share the privacy concerns of those like Congressman Ron Paul and the ACLU,” declared Texas Libertarian Chair Patrick Dixon. “Using the excuse of terrorist threats to further intrude on our liberty and create a huge national database of personal information at enormous expense is an affront to those who gave their lives for our principles.”

“Identity theft and the loss of personal privacy is a real concern,” adds LPT Executive Director Robert Butler. “The federal government has shown that it is both unable and unwilling to keep personal information private, and law-abiding citizens have no reason to be included in state or federal databases of any kind. My ability to drive a car should have nothing to do with giving information to a federal database.”

In January 2007, the Department of Veterans Affairs announced it had lost a computer hard drive containing the personal information of 1.8 million veterans and their doctors. In June of that same year, an Ohio intern reported that a device containing personal information for all of Ohio’s state employees had been stolen from his vehicle.

“Beyond our individual privacy concerns, it is also very troubling that Texas would assist our federal government to monitor the private lives of its citizens,” said Dixon.
Libertarians Applaud Steps Toward Marriage Equality

The Libertarian Party praised officials in Iowa, Vermont and the District of Columbia for taking recent steps toward marriage equality, and urged legislators in all states to scrap government licensing, taxation and regulation of marriage.

“The government’s power to define marriage has historically been used as a tool to retaliate against minority groups, and the right to marry is the newest frontier of civil rights. Libertarians everywhere applaud this advancement of civil rights, but warn the only way to guarantee true marriage equality is to get government out of the question entirely,” said Catherine Sumner, LBGT policy advisor for the Libertarian National Committee.

“Removing government from the equation entirely allows gay and lesbian couples to enter into the same legal agreements and arrangement as heterosexual couples, and it would allow individuals and businesses to decide for themselves who to grant the benefits of marriage to,” said Sumner. “No individual, straight, gay or lesbian, should be forced to accept someone else’s definition of marriage.”

Early last month, the Iowa Supreme Court ruled the state’s “one man, one woman” definition of marriage violates the state constitution’s equal protection clause. On April 7, Vermont’s state legislature overrode Gov. Jim Douglass’ veto of a marriage equality bill, nine years after the state was the first to allow civil unions. The next day the District of Columbia City Council, which allows domestic partnerships, voted to recognize gay marriages performed elsewhere, with an expected final vote coming early may.

“The power to define is the power to discriminate. There’s a reason why the government doesn’t decide who can be baptized, who can be ordained, who can receive Communion or who can celebrate a Bar Mitzvah. Libertarians think the same should apply to marriage, and seek to end all government intervention, licensing and taxation of marriage,” said Sumner.

Barr Hails LP-Inspired “Tea Parties”

Bob Barr, the 2008 Libertarian presidential nominee and former Republican congressman, urged Americans gathered at “tax day tea parties” on April 15 to continue their fight against government growth and to join Libertarian Party, the Party of Principle.

“If the protests are simply a one day event it will have no impact on Washington,” said Barr in a press conference held at the Libertarian National Committee’s Watergate offices in Washington, D.C. “It is incumbent on the people who are out there today to stay involved. There has to be a sustained effort. Otherwise the tide of government will wash right over us as if nothing happened.”

“There are a lot of Libertarians not only involved with the ‘tea party’ movement, but of course it was Libertarians who started the whole notion of organizing ourselves as freedom-loving men and women for an April 15 event,” said Barr.

Barr applauded anti-tax activists for successfully using the Internet and social networking Web sites to organize thousands of nationwide events, just as the Obama presidential campaign did in 2008.

“The Internet is being used much as the gazettes and flyers were being used in the pre-Revolutionary War period to spread the word of freedom and organize the citizens,” said Barr. “That is, to educate the citizenry as to what is going on in the government, as a medium to organize the citizenry to become involved, to have a common purpose.”

“Whenever the citizenry makes their voice heard in opposition to oppressive government programs and excessive government spending which is hurting the populace in this country, it’s a good thing,” said Barr.

Barr concluded: “It’s important for people to realize just what government is doing to them. The national debt right now, and it grows by millions of dollars every single day, is approaching $11.5 trillion dollars. Every man, woman and child in this country, not just taxpayers, but every man woman and child, owes, because of that debt, approximately $40,000. That’s money coming out their pocket, it comes out of their businesses, it is dramatically limiting the freedom people have in this country to do what they want to do with their lives. And that’s power the government is taking from them.”

LP Plan Scraps IRS, Balances the Budget, Curbs Tax Hikes, Prohibits Bailouts

continued from page 1

The Plan would:

1) Repeal the income tax: Adopt legislation repealing the income tax and abolishing the Internal Revenue Service. Until the income tax is repealed, adopt legislation preserving the 2001 and 2003 tax cuts and enacting across-the-board income tax cuts.

2) Adopt the Balanced Budget Amendment: Adopt a constitutional amendment requiring the federal budget be balanced, and balanced exclusively by cutting expenditures, not by raising taxes.

3) Abolish corporate welfare and bailouts: Adopt federal legislation prohibiting any federal spending program that provides payments or unique benefits and advantages to specific companies or industries, terminating programs that provide direct grants to businesses, eliminating programs that provide research and other services for industries and ending programs that provide subsidized loans or insurance to businesses.

“The Libertarian Party is the only party that agrees with those tens of millions of Americans that government should stay out of both their pocketbook and their personal decisions,” says Redpath.
Missouri

New Officers Elected

The Missouri Libertarian party elected new officers at the state committee meeting held April 18th during the state convention.

Glenn Nielsen, of Columbia, was elected Chair. On his election to a second term, Nielsen stated, “There is growing dissatisfaction with where the Democrats and Republicans have led this country. Bailouts, unprecedented government spending and political profiling in the recent Missouri Information Analysis Center report.”

“Now, more than ever, Missourians need to hear the libertarian message of individual liberty, free markets and peace,” Nielsen continued.

Dr. Cisse Spragins, of Kansas City, was re-elected Vice Chair. Spragins is the founder, owner and CEO of a small manufacturing business in Kansas City. “It is a pleasure to continue to serve the Party truly committed to liberty,” Spragins said after being reelected. “Now more than ever, voters need a choice and it is our responsibility to work to get worthwhile candidates on the ballot.”

Barry Albin, of Kansas City, was elected Secretary, replacing outgoing Secretary John Schultz, of Columbia. Albin stated that he hoped “to bring the same degree of professionalism to this office” demonstrated in his 36-year career as an attorney. “I see this position as one of servant to the State Committee and the Party and will work to improve the internal strength of the Party throughout my tenure,” Albin said.

Outgoing Secretary John Schultz was the 2008 winner of the Karl Wetzel Award, the Missouri Libertarian Party’s highest award. “John did a great job as Secretary and I am pleased to see he will continue as a member of the Executive Committee and as Boone County Libertarian Party Chair,” Nielsen said as he thanked Shultz for his past service.

“It has been a pleasure to work with such a high caliber of people as those in the Missouri Libertarian Party,” Paula Benski, of Chesterfield, said after she was re-elected Treasurer. “I look forward to continuing to work with everyone in the Party to advance the cause of liberty in our state. We have proven that we can broker positive change.”

Libertarians have been very active in local and statewide issues over the last two years. Libertarians have been organizing opposition to smoking bans and defeated a zoning ordinance in Johnson County. We have been building relationships with single-issue organizations fighting eminent domain, trying to stop the national animal identification system (NAIS) and protecting Second Amendment rights in Missouri.

This spring, the Missouri Libertarian Party had a great deal of success pushing back against the political profiling found in the Missouri Information Analysis Center (MIAC) Militia Movement Report. Missouri LP spokesperson Mike Ferguson, of Grandview, led the public relations campaign. Nielsen praised Ferguson’s work stating, “Mike led a great media campaign. Not only raising awareness of the reports political profiling in Missouri but receiving national coverage.”

All of this hard work is starting to pay off at the ballot box.

Missouri Libertarians won two of five local elections in April. Robert Stephens was elected to the Springfield City Council, and Ferguson was elected to the Grandview City Council.

They join Mike Bozarth, who was elected to the St. Joseph City Council in 2006; Doug Burlison, who was elected to the Springfield City Council in 2007; and Joel Stoner, who was elected Mayor of Macks Creek in 2007.

New Hampshire

LPNH Lobbies for Marriage Equality Bill

The NH House has the opportunity to concur with their colleagues in the Senate and agree to their amendment to HB436. The Libertarian Party of NH asks them to say “yes” and move the bill on to the Governor’s desk.

The bill is arguably an improvement version over the version that passed the House, and so we would expect it to have a majority support. The bill provides protection for religious freedom and would not force any clergy to perform a marriage rite outside the teachings of their faith. So, everyone’s rights are protected.

While the Libertarian Party of New Hampshire would prefer that the government have no part in any marriage, but until we come to that enlightened day, the government should not deny people a right based on their gender, nor deny them a contract based on the gender of the other party. We’ve come a very long way in the past 233 years toward that dream of a nation where everyone, regardless of class, color, gender, popularity, is treated equally before the law.

HB436 removes more discrimination and treats all our citizens equally in another area of the law.

Libertarians across New Hampshire look forward to hearing news of the final passage of HB436, and eagerly await word of Governor Lynch’s support.

NEW MEXICO

Ken Cavanaugh Elected as State Chairman

The Libertarian Party of New Mexico recently elected new leadership, as required by the party’s Constitution.

Ken Cavanaugh, a veteran from southeastern Pennsylvania, is now the new State Chair. Cavanaugh ran in 1999 for County Commissioner in Montgomery County, PA, but did not make the ballot. He then ran for U.S House 13th District in 2000. This time, Cavanaugh made the ballot and received great reviews from the Philadelphia Inquirer—a major Pennsylvania newspaper—declaring him to be the winner of most of the candidate debates.

Now living in New Mexico, Cavanaugh won the State Chairman position, vowing to support and develop the local organizations in order to win at the larger elections. He says we need to have support from many of the local districts, and is encouraging the county affiliates to help move forward with his efforts to rebuild a state affiliate that has many political challenges.

Cavanaugh has the proper perspective to approach libertarianism from the right direction in order to avoid pitfalls by candidates who try to expound upon the full political spectrum.

These exciting races are just the tip of the iceberg in Ohio now that we’ve achieved ballot access for the ‘09 – ‘10 election season. Several other candidates or interested potentials were in attendance from around the state. With more than 50 individuals in attendance throughout the seminars and for the evening banquet, the event exemplifies the recent growth and interest in the Libertarian Party here in Ohio and nationally.

We are building on our past successes and are looking forward to further increasing our number of elected officials around the state this fall.

Pennsylvania

New Leaders Elected

The following people were elected to the Executive Committee of the Libertarian Party of Pennsylvania at the convention on May 2, 2009: Chair, Michael J. “Mik” Robertson; Eastern Vice-Chair, Ed Clifford; Western Vice-Chair, Berlie Etzel; Treasurer, Chuck Boust; and Secretary, Alan Yottey.

Ohio

2009 State Conference

On May 1 through 3, the Libertarian Party of Ohio held its 2009 State Conference with the theme of “Grow Into Liberty.” 2008 LP Vice Presidential candidate Wayne Root headlined the weekend of candidate and campaign volunteer training.

Conference Chair and LPO Treasurer Mike Johnston presided over a weekend of basic campaign training. In a series of six seminars, a number of topics were covered to train Ohio candidates and their volunteers on the basics of running for office.

Those topics included: campaign finance law, voter identification, opponent research, marketing and outreach, fundraising and budgeting. In our final seminar, those in attendance broke into groups to use their new skills and build campaign plans for three Libertarian candidates: Alexander Haas (http://www.AlexanderHaas.org), Angela Williams (http://www.WinWithWilliams.com), and Casey Borders (http://CaseyBorders.com).

These exciting races are just the tip of the iceberg in Ohio now that we’ve achieved ballot access for the ‘09 – ‘10 election season. Several other candidates or interested potentials were in attendance from around the state. With more than 50 individuals in attendance throughout the seminars and for the evening banquet, the event exemplifies the recent growth and interest in the Libertarian Party here in Ohio and nationally.

We are building on our past successes and are looking forward to further increasing our number of elected officials around the state this fall.
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LP: Obama Health Care Rationing Plan Makes America Sick

Government Control of Health Care Leads to Higher Death Rates, Research Finds

The Libertarian Party blasted comments by White House chief economic advisor Lawrence Summers that Americans are getting too much health care and the government should begin rationing access to medical procedures.

“Decisions on medical care should be made by patient and his or her doctor, not by a government employee with a calculator figuring out whether treating your illness is in Washington’s fiscal interest,” said Donny Ferguson, Libertarian National Committee Communications Director.

“Whether it’s tonsillectomies or hysterectomies…procedures are done three times as frequently [in some parts of the country than others] and there’s no benefit in terms of the right kind of cost-effectiveness, by making the right kind of investments and protection, some experts…estimate that we could take as much as $700 billion a year out of our health care system,” said Summers on “Meet the Press” Sunday, quoted in The Washington Times.

“Summers’ statement that Americans have too much health care, and it’s up to Barack Obama to cut off their access is chilling,” said Ferguson. “Even more disturbing is the White House’s view that your medical care should be viewed as a government-run ‘investment.’”

“The same people who gave us Agent Orange, the IRS and the Hurricane Katrina response have no business making my doctor’s decisions for him.”

Despite assurances from the White House that rationing health care leads to better treatment, information from rationed health care systems tells a different story. Among women diagnosed with breast cancer, only one fifth die in the United States, compared to one third in France and Germany, and almost half in the United Kingdom and New Zealand. Cato Institute scholar John Goodman finds, citing statistics from their national health care services. Goodman’s research finds among men who are diagnosed with prostate cancer, fewer than one fifth die in the United States, compared to one fourth in Canada, almost half in France, and more than half in the United Kingdom.

The culprit is often the kind of waiting lists the White House proposed Sunday. In 2000, the British medical journal Clinical Oncology, studying lung cancer patients waiting for government permission to get medical treatment found that about 20 percent “of potentially curable patients became incurable on the waiting list.”

Another 2003 British study found that after major surgery, 2.5 percent of American patients died in hospital, compared to 10 percent of similar Britons. Seriously ill patients in U.S. hospitals die at only one-seventh the rate of those in the British system, where government controls, prices and rations health care, according to Atlas Economic Research Foundation senior fellow Deroy Murdock.

“The proper way to reform health care is to get government out of the way, drive down prices by opening up a health insurance market closed off to competition by politicians doing the bidding of insurance lobbyists and remove FDA roadblocks that keep medication off the market and drive up the costs to develop lifesaving drugs,” said Ferguson.

AP Poll Shows Independents Not Sold on Obama

America’s third largest party points to polling released April 22 by the Associated Press showing only 17 percent of self-described political independents think America is “heading in the right direction” under Barack Obama as a sign the president’s agenda of higher taxes, higher spending, higher debt and nationalizing industry isn’t winning over sensible voters.

“The percentage of Americans who believe Elvis is or might still be alive is higher than that of political independents who think Obama has America heading in the right direction,” said Libertarian National Committee Communications Director Donny Ferguson.

Nineteen percent of respondents to an Aug. 2002 FOX News/Opinion Dynamics poll said they believed either Elvis Presley was still alive, or weren’t sure.

“The fact someone is more likely to believe Elvis could still be alive than a political independent is to believe Obama has us heading in the right direction should be astonishing,” said Ferguson. “Until you realize both require you to believe an out-of-control appetite has no negative consequences whatsoever, whether it’s for fried peanut butter and banana sandwiches or prosperity-crushing national debt.”

Overall, 48 percent of Americans tell the Associated Press they believe America is “heading in the right direction” under Obama, while 44 percent say America is heading in the “wrong direction.”

“If you want the truth, you have to get away from the partisan Republicans and Democrats and look at people who decide elections — the independent American,” said Ferguson. “Only 17 percent of independents — the people who decide elections — say they believe things are looking better under Obama. That should be a stark warning for the President and any other politician who hopes to change America into the very kind of European

continued on page 11

Letter to the Editors...

drugs, then they’ll do them; everyone else should realize this and do their best to regulate and control it, as opposed to banning it and creating a whole jungle of new problems.

The DEA and other law enforcement agencies wastes countless hours on drug ordeals and many more countless billions of dollars on keeping drugs off our streets, but they continue to be there and run rampant; now more dangerous than ever. (Crack cocaine is being cut more and more with drugs besides cocaine and is increasing in the risk factor exponentially.)

In conclusion, would you rather buy some cocaine from a safer, more reliable business with rules and regulations or a dealer off the street who will cut it with any form of white powder to spring a profit? Note also that businesses can’t sell to minors, as opposed to the dealer who can.

continued from page 3
My Internship at LPHQ

by Irena Schneider

It’s hard to imagine that after three months, my time at the Libertarian Party is coming to a close. As all kinds of final moments necessitate some time for reflection, I can think of the many tasks I’ve taken on and wonder what kind of palpable impact I may have had in the political arena. What was my stake in this wonderfully freedom-loving, ...}

School’s (Almost) Out for Summer: Prepare Now for Outreach to Students Next Fall

by Dr. Jim Lark

As the end of the school year approaches for most high schools and colleges, most LP members involved in outreach to students (including student activists themselves) scale back their activities. However, successful outreach is a year-round effort. We can do many things both prior to the end of spring classes and during the summer to improve our opportunities during the next school year.

If you are a high school or college activist, your “to do” list prior to end of the spring term includes:

* Ensuring your student group will be officially recognized during the upcoming school year, and that someone will serve in a leadership capacity for the group. You should also ensure your group will be included your school’s list of student organizations, and that your group can participate in whatever student organization fair/outreach efforts take place at the beginning of the fall term.

* Providing your state LP and the national campus coordinator with information about student media organizations (e.g., names and contact info for college newspaper editors, campus radio station managers), as well as media people who are willing to consider and discuss Libertarian ideas, candidates, etc.

* Establishing a webpage for your group and a presence on Facebook, MySpace, and other social networks so that other students can more easily learn about your group before fall classes begin.

* Planning your activities (outreach, social, improving activism skills) for the upcoming year, and raising funds (if needed) for those activities.

Those interested in outreach to high school students can do several things now to prepare for the fall term:

* If there are elections during the fall in your state, many high schools will sponsor candidate forums as those elections approach. You can determine the ap-

continued on page 14

Bylaws Announcement

The Bylaws and Rules Committee is charged with the mission of recommending changes to the LP Bylaws and Convention Special Rules of Order, to be considered at each convention. Prior to 2008, the Bylaws Committee routinely met once per convention—the day before the convention. The results were hit and miss, and often the next convention had to fix the misses.

Going into the 2008 Convention, the Bylaws Committee met one additional time, several months before the Convention – long enough to post the proposals on the Web and ask members to take the survey. The results revealed some glitches that--this time--we were able to fix before they got adopted. We also were shown a more useful way to rank the proposals -- by member interest and support. That way, less Convention time was taken up with proposals that had little support outside the Bylaws Committee.

Following the Denver convention, at the inaugural LNC meeting, I announced that I wanted to populate the Bylaws Committee at the VERY NEXT meeting--fully a year and a half ahead of schedule. That was done, and this time through, the Bylaws Committee has already met once, and will likely meet two more times. Furthermore, this long lead time makes a much more comprehensive survey possible: We will not meet again until early 2010, so we will have considerable time to improve our proposals according to your feedback and suggestions. We also are likely to develop several more proposals as a result of discovering issues we overlooked so far.

Your input is valuable. Please take a few minutes to work through the survey and let us know what you think. You can find the survey at http://www.lp.org/bylawssurvey.

Dan Karlan
Bylaws Committee Chair

continued on page 14
Voters Get Less Choices as New York LP Vice Chairman Removed from Ballot on Technicality

The New York State Board of Elections voted to remove Libertarian congressional candidate Eric Sundwall from the ballot in the March 31 special election to fill the vacant 20th Congressional District seat, citing a technicality that voided many of Sundwall’s ballot access petition signatures.

The Sundwall campaign did not pursue legal efforts to remain on the ballot. “Instead of campaigning, we have been forced to have Eric Sundwall spend time and money in court,” said Sundwall campaign manager Richard Cooper. “We will not continue legal efforts to remain on the ballot. We are dismayed that the people of the 20th Congressional District will not have the opportunity to vote for Eric Sundwall due to a technicality that hinges on what town or city the voter or witness lives in, as opposed to their community of residence.”

According to the Albany Times Union, the petitions were not technically correct because many voters listed their mailing address instead of their town.

Sundwall needed 3,500 valid signatures to gain a spot on the ballot. The Times Union reports he collected 6,730, but the ruling left him short by 556.

Douglas Kellner, co-chairman of the Board of Elections, told the Poughkeepsie Journal the issue was purely a legal matter. “I think some of us actually agree with you that it’s not fair … when legitimate voters are knocked out because of legal technicalities,” he said.

Board member Evelyn Aquila said it is time to change the laws.

“I’ve always felt if you receive mail at the address (used on the petition) it should be good enough for us,” Aquila told the Times Union. “I will vote the way I’m supposed to, but it is time to correct this.”

Military personnel registered to vote in the district have already received ballots with Sundwall’s name. Their votes for Sundwall will be voided and they will not be allowed to vote again.

by Donny Ferguson

Winning Elections, One Voter at a Time

I often tell candidates the most important thing they need to know about campaigning is that it’s like digging a ditch. It’s a surprisingly simple activity, but requires tremendous work.

Door-to-door campaigning, the single most important thing a campaign should be doing, is a perfect example of that. Simply put, it’s a campaign putting together a list of voters who will likely be showing up to vote in the election, and either should be or would be open to voting for the candidate. The candidate and his or her volunteers then literally knock on the voter’s front door, introduce themselves, give the voter some information on the candidates and then ask them for their vote.

Their response is recorded. If the voter says he or she will vote for the candidate, the campaign makes absolutely sure that voter gets their ballot cast. If the voter is undecided, the campaign will continue to mail, call and visit the voter until they reach a decision. If the voter does not wish for vote for the candidate, they are marked off the list and no longer contacted. It requires great dedication of time and effort, a tightly focused message and accurate record keeping.

But it happens to be the most rewarding, both in terms of votes won and the people you meet. A successful door-to-door campaign requires two things: 1) an accurate voter list; 2) a good pair of shoes.

An Accurate Voter List

Under no circumstances should a campaign waste it’s time appealing to inactive voters, or people who aren’t even registered to vote. While such an undertaking could dig up some votes, the time and effort it would take to convince a non-voter to vote Libertarian could produce many, many more votes from people who actually care enough to show up.

The first task is to find out how many votes it takes to win the election. That can be done by taking a look at past turnout and applying it to current registration numbers. In a two-way race, you need a minimum of 50% of that total vote, plus one vote. As you add more candidates, it gets trickier. Generally speaking, you need at least 37% of the vote to win a three-way race, since one of the older-party candidates will be stronger than the other.

The next task is to figure out just where you are going to get enough votes to surpass that minimum number. I generally rank my voter lists as follows:

- Knock out people who are registered to vote, but have not voted in any of the last three elections (make sure not to cut out people who just registered since the last election, since we don’t know yet if they are non-voters.)
- Knock out people who regularly vote, but are registered with or vote in the primary of your older party opponents. That isn’t exactly a hard-and-fast rule. If you have only one opponent, the
Libertarians Across America Participate in ‘Tea Parties’
Recipe for Success: A Good Voter List and A Good Pair of Shoes

continued from page 9

first people you visit should be the partisan voters of the opposing party. For example, in my 2005 race for Virginia House of Delegates against a Democrat, I visited Republican primary voters before anyone else. You know they vote, you know people ask them who to vote for and you know there’s no way they’ll vote for your opponent. Visiting these voters first is an easy way to score a lot of votes.

- While I tend to leave out apartments (voters tend to move frequently and without notifying the election board, and many are “motor voters” who are just automatically registered) you should make a point to visit retirement homes. Call ahead and find out the rules for speaking with tenants. Bring absentee voter forms with you.

- That should leave you with people who routinely vote in November, but are not registered with one of the older parties or active in their primary.

A Good Pair of Shoes

I say that because you and your volunteers will be doing A LOT of walking. I drive my candidates hard, expecting them to spend every single weekday, and all day Saturday, going door to door and I expect them to start in the summer. If you somehow manage to knock on every door before the election, go back and start again.

Make sure your voter list is organized by address so you can simply work your way down the page as you go down the street. I make sure the name of every voter in the household is on the sheet, along with their voter history. Leave room to make notes and DO NOT prepare a long speech. My typical pitch goes:

“Hello, my name is _______ and I/my friend (name of candidate) am/is running for (name of office) because he (INSERT ISSUE: is a long-time taxpayer advocate/father who is concerned about our schools, etc.). He/she is the only candidate running who has put his word in writing to do this. Can I/he/she count on your vote (date of election.)

The good news is most voters, even those who disagree are very friendly. Be kind, be polite, smile, NEVER WEAR SUNGLASSES OR CHEW GUM and honestly answer all questions. Do not waste time trying to change a voter’s mind about an issue (you could be picking up a lot of votes from more agreeable voters in that time) or talking to a voter who has said he will not vote for you. Just politely thank them and move on to the next door.

Be sure to take notes of everything they say. (I also write down any political bumper stickers in the driveway or signs in the lawn.) If you are not the candidate, make sure to have a phone number handy for the voter to call so they can speak to the candidate himself or the campaign. Do not try and answer difficult questions for the candidate. Just let the voter know you are a volunteer, and the candidate would be more than happy to speak with them.

Be sure to bring voter registration forms and absentee ballot applications with you. They may have an unregistered wife or husband, or children who just turned 18. Some may plan to be out of town, so make sure you let them know they can vote ahead of time and that they should vote for your candidate. Make sure to give those people a follow-up call so they don’t forget your candidate’s name before they cast their absentee ballot.

And make sure to have your candidate sign lots of brochures or palm cards with “Sorry I missed you, (NAME OF CANDIDATE). It’s a nice personal touch you should leave if no one comes to the door. Make sure the literature sticks to relevant issues and is not too preachy or wordy. Include lots of photos of the candidate interacting naturally with people.

Be careful about what time you go out. I prefer to start at 6:00 p.m. on weekdays and work until dark. You’ll unfortunately interrupt some people during dinner, but there’s no way to avoid. On Saturdays I prefer to work from noon until dark, 2:00 p.m. until dark on Sundays. Football season can be tricky. When running races in Denver, I was sure not to knock on doors when the Broncos were playing.

Always work in pairs. It protects the candidate from operatives of the other party making false claims about his behavior, and it also protects volunteers, many of whom are working in unfamiliar neighborhoods. I prefer to have walkers either pick one side of the street, or knock on alternating doors. I also try to never send female volunteers out without a male. Make sure your volunteers have cell phones in case of an emergency.

Be sure to take great care of your volunteers. Work around their schedule, don’t dictate yours to them. These people are taking time out of their day to wander around strange neighborhoods and talk to total strangers for you, often in bad weather. Be sure to buy them meals, buy them water, buy them sodas and continually let them know how much you appreciate them.

Door to door campaigning is an absolute must for any candidate who wants to win. A door to door campaign working off an accurate list that has volunteers visiting only active, persuadable voters, delivering a disciplined, winning message, and doing so politely, efficiently and taking lots of notes can knock off incumbent politicians and deliver surprising vote totals.

For a party that doesn’t have the means to buy lots of voter mail, or have unions do their canvassing for them, honing effective door-to-door campaigns is the “smart bomb” that can take out many older party candidates. Many elections have been won simply because “he took the time to come to my house and speak to me” and I have had candidates lose only because they didn’t want to go door to door. Don’t make that mistake. Your job as a Libertarian candidate is to beat your opponents and stop the growth of government. A door-to-door campaign puts you on the path to doing that, and it gives the Libertarian Party a personal, caring touch we often lack.

Donny Ferguson is the Libertarian National Committee’s Director of Communications and President of Donald E. Ferguson & Associates, L.L.C., a successful campaign management, fundraising and lobbying business in the Washington, D.C. area. He is a successful campaign manager and consultant for major party candidates for local, state and federal office across the country. Specializing in winning in districts where the opposing party holds a majority of voters, every campaign he has managed has won or outperformed polling, and his last three have more than doubled the previous fundraising record.
The Libertarian National Committee Welcomes Our Newest Members

New Members for 11/12/08 - 2/11/09

**Lifetime**

Tad Lumpkin
Carrie-Anne Mosley
J. D. Smith
Patron

**Sponsor**

Andrew Holloway
Kylie Kvassay
David Martin
Mario Morales
Amanda Owens
Tom Pierson
Paul Spolatro

**Supporting**

David Baukol
Chris Birkett
Bob Bolin
Jeffrey Borrowdale
Benjamin Bowie
Robert Bryant
Jack Byer
J.D. Campbell
Robert C. Carew
Wayne Carson
Al Cerkan
Edward Chong
Kevin L. Cornwell
Andrew Crecelius
Amanda Cunningham
Nicholas DiDominic
Mark Donegan
Jayce Ericson
Josh Featherstone
Robert Freedman
Nancy V. Gallagher
Leon Galloway III
Alton Helm
John Hoover
Jerrold Hughey
Edward Keane
Bruce Kite
Fred Kurz
Luke Landwehr
Lee Lin
Dion Lowe
Garrett Mangum
Robert Marlan
Marc Massar
Grant K. Mauldin
Michael Meenan
Gretchen Moran
Jeffrey T. Nelson
Richard Nelson
Anthony Nickel

Peter Osechuow
Michael Parks
Kim Pino
Gerald Redd
Raymond Reynolds
Cheryl Riley
David Schultz
Harlow Scribner
Paul Simeone
Michael Smith
Derek West
John Wilson
Khurshid Abdul-Mutakabbir
Timothy F. Ahern
Tahsin Alam
Edna Alderman
Col. Jeffrey Alexander
Frank Allen
Mark Allen
Benjamin Allphin
Elizabeth Anderson
Shana Anderson
Robert Angelica
Eddie Angleton
Adam Armstead
Jill Arzn
E. Thomas Ashworth III
John Bacon
Andrew Badgerow
Jason Baehler
Peter Bagnell
Buck Bailey
George S. Bain
Archelle Baker
Philip Baker
Richard Balint
Jeffery Barnes
Phred Barnett
William Bartholomew
Richard Bateman
Rebecca Bates
Jason Boushi
John Beckler
John R. Beers II
Lisa Behe
David F. Bekus
Gene Bell
Justin Beller
Brendan Berg
Aaron Bernard
Matthew Bianco
Daniel Bier
Clyde Billings
Matthew Bingham
Daniel Bjordahl
Jeffrey Blair
Michael Blake
Silas Blasco
Mariko Bliss
Jonathan Blocker
Sean Blocker
Pete Blome
David J. Blunier
Michael Bock
Jennifer S. Boggs
Abdon Bolivar
Laura Bonafede
Kore Bormann
Anthony Bot
Kathleen Bouch
t
William Boughton
Michael Bouington
Dustin Bowden
Timothy Boyle
Cherie Braun
Russell Brendel
James Brittain
Steve Brodeur
Brandon Brooks
Travis Brooks
Brian Brown
Carter Brown
RJ Brown
Robert Brown
Steven Brown
Ken Brueckner
Nathan Bruer
Jeffery Bruton
Damon Burch
Cindy Burger
Jordan Butler
Mary B. Buzzama
Cole Cade
Charles A. Camp
Alan Campbell
Jonathan Campbell
Brett Canady
Mary Canady
Lee Cape
Robert Carpenter
John Carter
Heather Cash
David Champion
Foston Chandler
Todd Chaplin
Jim Chesin
Jeff Chiarelli
Norman Childs
Lane Clark
Tyler Clark
Kathy Cody
Paul Coffey
Jared Coker
George Comstock
Robert R. Conley
Matt Conlon
Jennifer W. Cook
Kevin Cornette
Ray Costanzo
Chad Cottrell
Edward Cozette
Gary Crandall
Luis G. Cripeiro
John Cunningham
Joel Cupp
Kevin Currie
Ty Curro
Charles Daugherty
Gary Davis
John Davis
Steven DeBartolo
Mark DeCerbo
John R. Decker Jr.
Justin K. Deeg
Robert DeGroat
Elliott Deitel
Chad Devonshire
Travis Dicken
Jerry Disch
Frank H. Ditto
Troy Dober
Jordan Dorman
Heino Dossing
Chris Dougan
Joshua Drake
Jason Drakulic
Michael Dunlap
Anne Dunlop
Wallace Dunn
Raymond Duval
William Econe
Ran Edwards
Mikhail Efroimson
Ari Eickert
William Ellingsboe
Dera Enochson
Rick Ernst
Estepan Escareno
Rick Escareno
W. A. Evans
Lawrence Ewaldt
Craig Eyrich
Mervin L. Ezray
James E. Faidley
Luke Fain
Wendy Fairfull
Kyle Farrar
Thomas Faulkner
Michael Fearheiley
Robert Ferrara
Joseph Felz
Bradley Fiene
Benjamin I. Fischbein
Mark Flederbach
John Fleener
Benjamin K. Flores
Ryan Fogarty
Madison Fox
Sean Francis
Joel Franks
Douglas Frantz
Annies Frazier
Stephanie Frederick
George Freeman
Ryan Freitas
Melissa A. Friedline
Michael H. Friedline
William Fries
Stephen Funk
Joseph Galego
Dale Gallimore
Michael Galperin
Ryan Gannon
David Garrison
Dave Garro
John Garrett
John Gaynor
William Geffen
Charles Geraci
Paul Geromini
Kristin Giannantonio
Bradley Giesbrecht
James Gilligan
Clint Gilliland
Christopher W. Gilson
Charles Gipson
Bill Goggin
Jonathan Gooch
Aaron Gordon
Martha Gose
Timothy Goshinski
James Grady
Bruce Granheim
Erie Grant
Matthew Grau
Michael Graziano
Debbie Green
Ronald Guenette
Casey Guenther
DeWayne Guimond
Justin Guthrie
Shawn Hadwiger
Joey Halbert
Jonathan M. Hall
Elizabet J. Hallenbeck
Raymond A. Hallenbeck
Katherine Haloburdo
Justin Hardt
Sarah F. Hardy
Sean Harrington
Mark Harris
Andrew Hartline
Rick Hasselbach
Jamie Hause
Katherine Hayes
Kristen Hayes
Lori Hayes
James B. Hechim
Daniel Heck
Brian Heien
Diane Heim
Verle E. Helsel
Paul Hemingway
Raymond C. Herman
William Herrmann
Ralph Hershberger
Hartman G. Hessel
Timothy W. Higgins
Jay Hill
Veronica Hinkle
Timothy Hipp
Kurtis Hoffer
Patricia Hone
Donna Horning
Jeffrey Horning
Patrick Horto
Judith Horvath
James Houck
Michael Howard
Ryan Hudson
Michael Hughes
Mark Humphreys
Jared Hungerford
Marc Huntley
Bradley Hurrlburg
Brett A. Hurskainen
John Huson
David Hussey
John J. Hutchinson
Charles Hyden
Charles Ide
Brian Imhulse
Peter Isaacson
Christopher Isbel
Lee S. Jackson
Mike Jackson
Dianna James
Matt James
Benjamin Janssen
Jerome Jael
Zayne Jenkins
Joshua Job
D. Scott Johnson
Brenda Jones
Hyrum Jones
Jeffrey N. Jones
Peter Jones
Robert Jones
Thomas Jones
Wesley Jones
Raymond Joyner
Victor Kace
William D. Kaiser
Clinton Kam
Teresa Karcich
Piper Kearnes
Cody Kelly
Dave Kendle
Eric Kenney
Joseph Key
Richard W. Key
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Hannah Kidd
Justin Kidd
Lorri Kieff
Jared Kile
Daniel Kilgour
Jonathon King
Michael King
William Kinkead
Chris Kline
Michael Klukinov
Jeff Kocur
Joe Korode
Daniel Kossler
Justin L. Krass
Matt Krier
Zachary Kriner
Seth Krupar
Ross Kuhn
Linda Kutz
Joseph Kuzawski
Ralph Lake
Joann Langer
Jacob Laputka
John Latham
Richard Latham
Martin J. Lawler
Whitney Lawler
John P. Lawrence
Michael Lawton
Kenneth Lechner
Joseph Lee
Joseph Leeper
James A. Legel
Edwards Leon
Jeremy Levine
Derek Lewis
Michael Lewis
Daniel Lichius
Aaron Lievers
Robert Liffig
Benjamin Lincoln
David Lindsey
Kevin Liotti
Tim Liu
Doug Loeffler
David Lord
Douglas Louis
John Luchetti
Richard Ludlow
Danny Luchi
Marvin E. Lund
Gary Lundeen
George A. Lyman
Dennis Lynch
John Madden
Jim Mainzer
John Makad
Mark Malaszczuk
David Maloney
Richard Malson
Patrick C. Maney
Elliott Marks
James Marlow
Matthew Marria
Ed Martin
Nick Martin
Austin Matheus
Robert Mathis
Matthew Mattke
Eric Matzke
James McCarthy
Samuel McChristian
Robert McClendon
Lennon McGee
Kyle McGinn
Carolyn McGuire
Glenn McGuire
Bruce McKalip
Samuel McKay
Joseph Melaine
Lee McLaughlin
Patrick McNary
Sam Mehr
Eric V. Melnik
Dawn Merriam
Kimberton-Ethan Messer
Jason Middleton
Kari Miller
Robert Miles
Les Milewski
Charles Millar
Tammy Miller
Tayed Miller
William Miller
Joel Millerband
J. R. Mills
Jess Mills
Debbie Misolek
Andrew Mitchell
Robert Mitchel
Andrew Mladinich
George Monahan
Derek Montemayor
Kevin Moore
Ryan Moore
Victoria Moore
John Morandi
Lynne Morissette
John Morris
Darrell Morey
Sean Mulder
Charles Murphy
Daniel J. Murray
Adela Mushtaq
James Nahra
Bennett Nason

Chad Nason
Donald Navatko
George Nelson
Howard Nester
James Nester
Luke Nehes
Jeffrey Newsum
Jeremy Nichols
Suzanne Nilson
William Nisius
Chris Noble
Andrew Norman
Matthew Norman
Pamela Norman
James S. Norton
Michael Nottelman
Karl F. Nyquist
Jefferson Oakes
Joseph O’Dell
John O’Donnell
Michael O’Donnell
Michael G. O’Halloran
Thomas O’Neal
Howard R. Onstott
Todd Opachino
Andrew Ormiston
Danielle Osborn
Warren Overton
Robert Owen
Nicholas Palkovic
Joshua Palmer
Paul Palone
Arthur Parent
Shannon Parker
Fred Parrish
E. M. Partridge
James Patterson
Ryan Payne
Meghan Peak
Neil Pedersen
Charles Pederson
Barbara Pedoto
Joseph Pedoto
Russell Peltz
Eric Peterson
Ken Phelan
Stephen Phinex
Steven Piech
Zbigniew Pietranik
Randall Pike
Matthew Pinion
Richard Pitcher
Stephanie Poole
Jeffrey Potter
Stephen Pratt
Michael Prestwich
Dan Price
Frank Proulx
Richard Pruett
Robert W. Quilici
Alex Quintanar

Michael Quinten
Robert Radich
B. Matthew Ragan
Anne Ragsdale
James Raines
James Reed
Thomas Reed
Keegan Reeves
Melvin Reeves
Robert Repenning
Michael Revett
Frank Ricotta
Glady's Ringenberg
David Ringler
John Riopko
Paul Ritter
Andrew Robinson
Gregoire Robinson
David Romano
Zachary Roski
James Rosmack
Carolyn Ross
Colin Ross
Jeffrey Rothermel
Scott Rothwell
Matthew J. Ryan
Steven Rybicki
Christina Ryder
Leslie Sammis
Neil Sarin
George Scheffer
William Schesser
Jessica Schlegel
Kim Schlitter
John Schneider
R. R. Schneider Jr.
Ryan Schnell
Christoph Schneider
Thomas Scalia
Jeff Sexton
Anthony Seyfarth-Lechner
Thomas Shevada
Patrick Shockey
Richard Shoemaker
William Shoots
Russ Shore
Serge Sibisky
Cristendra Singh
Brandon L. Sipple
Jason Skalski
Edward Skelly
Mike Skinner
David Skovgaard
Brett Slansky
David Slater
Adam Sloan
Betty Sloboda
Stephen M. Sloboda
Brandon Smith
Liam Smith
Megan Smith

Randy Smith
Andrew Snow
Gilbert Snow
Matthew Snyder
Austin Speaker
Thomas Spencer
Srivatsan Srinivasan
Wendy St. Dennis
Daniel Stamat
Steve Stanfield
Lewis Stanley
Robert Staples
Todd Starkey
Trevor Stakik
Robert Staub
Charles Stewart
James Stewart
Randy Stewart
Richard Stewart
Bruce Stratton
Joseph Strickland
Jeremy Sturhdahl
Thomas Sturk
Robert Surratt
Richard Swint
Dan Swofford
Ryan Szukhent
Ben Szymanski
Adam Tabaka
Nicole Tammaro
Richard J. Tappan
Douglas Tate
Ronald B. Taylor
Howard L. Theriot
Michael Thomas
James Thomason
Al Thompson
Ben Thompson
David Thompson
Jason Thompson
John Thompson
Julie Thompson
Samuel Tisdale
Scott Toland
Edward Toppe
Robert B. Tormey
John Towers
Josh Tracy
Joan Trein
James Troxell
Evelyn Tudor
Kevin Turnmeyer
Keith Tweed
Christopher H. Usunde
Greg Van Ewyk
Jennifer Vasil
Patricia Ver Schneider
Jennifer Verhey
Matt Vestrund
Alexei Vinogradov
Thomas Visic

John Viterito
Tara Vocatura
Joseph Volz
William Voris
Jeffrey Voss
Travis Voss
James Wagner
Neal Walerko
Bill Walker
Richard J. Walsh
Joshua Walters
Derek Walton
Neil Walton
Joel Ward
Mitchell Ware
Joshua Warner
Scott Weaver
Roger Webb
Eric Webber
Heather Webster
William Welhing
Tina Weisman
Tom Weisman
James Welch III
Amy Wells
Regina Welser
Tony Whitaker
John White
Michelle White
Frank Wickers
Joseph Willett
Thomas Williams
Brian Williams
Chris Williams
Douglas Williams
Edward Williams
Sandi Williams
Alexandria Williamson
Jared Wilsey
Cathryn Z. Wilson
Charles R. Wise
Matthew Wisnieski
Hang Kei S. Wong
Yuning Wuu
Philip Woolman
Jerry Wright
Christopher Yonts
Niklas Yorke
Terren Yost
Andrew Young
Jerry Yu
Stanley Yuzek
Abraham Zamora
Justin Zeth
Troy Zimmerman
John Zumbur
Oil Demonstration

Libertarian Party of Oregon Vice Chair Marc Delphine and fellow State Committee and former LNC member Richard P. Burke recently took active roles in a demonstration held at the University of California-San Francisco sponsored by Americans for Prosperity.

The demonstration took place at a field hearing held by Interior Secretary Ken Salazar. The hearing dealt with the prospect of opening areas off the Pacific coast for expanded oil drilling. Also on the panel were Oregon Governor Ted Kulongoski and California Senator Barbara Boxer.

As elected officials, Burke and Delphine were invited to a private reception with Kulongoski, Salazar and Boxer. Though in the clear minority, Burke and Delphine advocated for less government interference while acknowledging the long-term benefits of developing new sources of energy.

Later in the day, Burke was interviewed by a number of San Francisco newspapers and one local television station.

More Affiliate News

continued from page 6

Oregon

Oil Demonstration

continued from page 8

Tips for Campus Outreach

Propriate contacts at the school concerning those forums and request that your local LP candidates be invited.

* Many high school teachers of government/political science/civics classes want LP candidate material (e.g., pamphlets, position papers, bumper stickers, campaign signs) prior to Election Day to use in their classes. You can arrange to provide that material. In some cases, those teachers want representatives of political parties to address their classes; you can arrange for LP representatives to do so.

* Many high schools have “mock elections” in October; you can arrange for LP candidates at all levels to be included in those elections.

* Several high schools require their students to perform “community service” as a condition for graduation. If your local LP organization chooses to allow such “community servants” to help, you should inform the school of this before the fall term begins. (Note: I do not want to benefit from the labor of those whose only reason for helping me is that they are forced to do so. Thus, before accepting such help I would try to ascertain the true degree of interest in my campaign/organization on the part of such “volunteers.” I believe it is acceptable for a local LP organization to allow students to satisfy their service requirement by assisting that organization, if the students want to do so.)

At the risk of belaboring the obvious, now is the time for you and your group to plan for the upcoming school year; your work during the spring and summer will lay the foundation for success during the fall. In particular, establish goals for your group and determine how you can accomplish those goals. A little investment in preparation now will likely pay big dividends when classes resume.

My Internship Experience at the Libertarian National Committee

continued from page 8

lists of support, follow back with the extra emails, send the extra thank you notes. I have not met and networked with top leaders in politics and academics — and I have come to shed the insecurities in talking to them. It’s all people work, after all. I learned how to distinguish myself as someone who will, at the end of the day, get it done.

The people at the Libertarian Party have been the greatest, wackiest, and kindest professional family to me. Never once have I felt insignificant or disrepected. Instead, they have made me understand how important I am to the future of liberty. I can now count on them as my backup in all my future ventures. Once they get you thinking and working, you can only go higher. Wherever liberty takes me, I will always remember the welcoming stepping stone the Libertarian Party placed in my path.

Irena Schneider is the President of American University’s Students for Liberty.

GOP Tax Plans Rile Libertarians

continued from page 4

Mayor look to raise taxes on the hard working owners of hotels, bars, restaurants and our City’s guests first, then they truly do not understand the forgotten man in all of this.”

Coleman is asking everyone to contact their state legislators immediately to voice their opposition to high taxes. “The voters of Indianapolis need to remind their officials of their outrage from 2007, and that they won’t forget a move like this come election time. Ask them to put the average taxpayer first, and the owners of the Colts and Pacers second.”

Book Review:

“The Conscience of a Libertarian”

Written by Wayne Allyn Root

by Austin Petersen

In “The Conscience of a Libertarian,” Wayne Allyn Root, the great sports prognosticator (and S.O.B.) spies a citizen revolution brewing in his crystal ball... It’s hard to tell whether he’ll be proved right as the book is not so much a prediction of the future as it is a shield beating, torch bearing, meat cleaver swinging call to revolution for what he calls the “battered voters” of the United States.

W.A.R. dons on his fathers bloody apron and ties the string tight as he hacks away mercilessly at the left wing socialist administration currently occupying the White House. He doesn’t mince words for either side of the Republican and Democrat divide (no surprise there isn’t one).

Root is a small businessman who was heavily affected by the legislation that banned online poker. He rails against the moral authoritarians while offering the libertarian compromise as an alternative to faith based policy. He sees federal intervention in Jeffersonian terms as intervention by a foreign government.

Quoting heavily from Goldwater, his intellectual hero, W.A.R. obliterates government intrusion into gay marriage/civil union issues. I read for the first time Senator Goldwater’s quote, “I don’t care if a soldier is straight, as long as he shoots straight.” A rare insight into a man I am looking forward to learning more about thanks to Wayne’s Book.

Root is obviously earnest in his desire to work for a libertarian future. I think there are valid criticisms that he is too overbearing in appearances, which is also reflected in how his book reads. You feel as if you are being yelled at all the time. In reading “The Conscience…” the reader wants to tell him to calm down and explain slowly so we can get the message. Also the Francophobia is a bit much.

Regardless of the criticisms (that only drive him on harder), the libertarian movement in general needs all the help it can get from this man. He’s genuinely interesting even if you are extremely radical, or the most prudish pragmatist in the party.

If you’re the type to read a book because you want to get fired up, learn some facts you might not have known, and get to know more about an LP celeb, then definitely get the book.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LPMI State Convention</td>
<td>May 23</td>
<td>Jackson, MI</td>
<td><a href="mailto:trustynathan08@yahoo.com">trustynathan08@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP Grand Western Conference</td>
<td>May 24</td>
<td>Missoula, MT</td>
<td><a href="mailto:birvin@allidaho.com">birvin@allidaho.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPCT State Convention</td>
<td>May 30</td>
<td>Bridgeport, CT</td>
<td><a href="http://www.LPCT.org">www.LPCT.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Government Summit</td>
<td>June 5</td>
<td>Newton, MA</td>
<td>centerforsmallgovernment.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPNC EXCOM Meeting</td>
<td>June 6</td>
<td>Greensboro, NC</td>
<td>lp.org/event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPDE State Board Meeting</td>
<td>June 6</td>
<td>Wilmington, DE</td>
<td><a href="mailto:bradct@delanet.com">bradct@delanet.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPFL EXCOM Meeting</td>
<td>June 13</td>
<td>Teleconference</td>
<td>lp.org/event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPNH Executive Council Meeting</td>
<td>June 13</td>
<td>Concord, NH</td>
<td>lp.org/event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPID Philosophical Brunch</td>
<td>June 13</td>
<td>Nampa, ID</td>
<td><a href="mailto:roboates@yahoo.com">roboates@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPMN State Convention</td>
<td>June 13</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>lp.org/event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPMO EXCOM Meeting</td>
<td>June 21</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:exec@lpmo.org">exec@lpmo.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPAR Nominating Convention</td>
<td>August 9</td>
<td>Little Rock, AR</td>
<td>lp.org/event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPOH EXCOM Meeting</td>
<td>August 15</td>
<td>Columbus, OH</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Kevin.knedler@lpo.org">Kevin.knedler@lpo.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPAR Second District Meeting</td>
<td>September 20</td>
<td>Little Rock, AR</td>
<td>lp.org/event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPIL State Convention</td>
<td>October 23</td>
<td>Collinsville, IL</td>
<td>lp.org/event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPAR Third District Meeting</td>
<td>November 9</td>
<td>Fayetteville, AR</td>
<td>(479) 414-2825</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WANT TO KNOW WHAT’S GOING ON IN YOUR STATE?

Here is a comprehensive listing of upcoming events for which we have received notification. In the future, if there is an event we should be listing, please let us know by contacting our volunteer coordinator and provide what you can for details.

THE VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR CAN BE REACHED AT OUR HEADQUARTERS OFFICE BY CALLING 202-333-0008.

Each issue, we’ll ask you a question, and the answer will be provided in the next issue of LP News. Discussion on the question is welcome in “Letters to the Editor,” space permitting.

What is the most votes a Libertarian Party candidate has ever received?

LAST ISSUE’S LP QUESTION:
Which state affiliate is the largest, in terms of membership?

ANSWER:
According to the 2008 Annual Report (found in the last issue of LP News), California is the largest state affiliate with 2,010 members. Florida (982 members), is the second largest, followed by Texas (953).
Outreach and Affiliate Coordinator Austin Petersen with LP activist Kat Sumner at an Equality Forum in Washington, D.C. “In the pouring rain, we found shelter under a bus stop,” said Petersen. “No one to convert to the LP because of the weather, but we did meet a few friendly faces and libertarians there that were open to the idea. Next time will be better,” Petersen promised.

What have you missed recently on www.LP.org?

Weekly Libertarian Party Updates

News of Libertarian Party Candidates for Office

Blog topics on LP issues

Question of the Day